State Bar of Georgia  
2015 Election  
Final Vote Summary - May 6, 2015

State Bar Officer Candidates  
President-Elect  
Rita Arlene Sheffey - Atlanta  4,517

Treasurer  
Patrick T. O'Connor - Savannah  4,546

Secretary  
Brian DeVoe "Buck" Rogers - Atlanta  4,445

ABA Delegates  
S. Lester Tate III - Cartersville - Incumbent  4,460

Post 4  
Donna G. Barwick - Atlanta - Incumbent  4,460

Young Lawyers Division  
President-Elect  
Jennifer Campbell Mock - Statesboro  1,384

Treasurer  
Nicole Christine Leet - Atlanta  1,351

Secretary  
Philip William Catalano Jr. - Atlanta  98  
Rizza O’Connor - Lyons  623  
Shalamar Junna Parham - Atlanta  464  
Kevin Charles Patrick - Atlanta  546

Board of Governors  
Alapaha Circuit  
Carson Dane Perkins - Nashville - Incumbent  16

Alcovy Circuit  
Eric Charles Crawford - Monroe  35  
Michael G. Geoffroy - Covington  24  
William Gregory Pope - Covington  38

Appalachian Circuit  
Will H. Pickett Jr. - Jasper - Incumbent  22
Atlanta Circuit, Post 1
Diane E. Bessen - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,351

Atlanta Circuit
Kathleen M. Womack - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,303

Atlanta Circuit, Post 5
Catherine Koura - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,238

Atlanta Circuit, Post 7
William M. Ragland Jr. - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,342

Atlanta Circuit, Post 9
Damon Erik Elmore - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,277

Atlanta Circuit, Post 11
Jill Pryor - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,354

Atlanta Circuit, Post 13
Bisa Furaha Ajanaku - Atlanta 275
Amy Tidwell Andrews - Atlanta 492
Matthew Blackwell Crowder - Atlanta 169
Zahra S. Karinshak - Atlanta 360
R. Gary Spencer - Atlanta 508

Atlanta Circuit, Post 15
Letitia A. McDonald - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,283

Atlanta Circuit, Post 17
Kent Edward Altom - Roswell 753
JaDawnya Cintelle Butler - Atlanta 835

Atlanta Circuit, Post 19
Elizabeth Louise Fite - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,247

Atlanta Circuit, Post 21
Patricia Anne Gorham - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,265

Atlanta Circuit, Post 23
Donna G. Barwick - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,331

Atlanta Circuit, Post 25
Phyllis J. Holmen - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,303

Atlanta Circuit, Post 27
Nancy Jean Whaley - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,267
Atlanta Circuit, Post 29
Tina Shadix Roddenbery - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,299

Atlanta Circuit, Post 30
Karlise Yvette Grier - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,297

Atlanta Circuit, Post 32
Seth David Kirschenbaum - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,345

Atlanta Circuit, Post 34
Allegra J. Lawrence - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,315

Atlanta Circuit, Post 36
J. Marcus "Marc" Edward Howard - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,223

Atlanta Circuit, Post 39
Anita Wallace Thomas - Atlanta - Incumbent 1,310

Atlantic Circuit, Post 2
Carl Robert Varnedoe - Hinesville - Incumbent 26

Augusta Circuit, Post 1
Sam G. Nicholson - Augusta - Incumbent 132

Augusta Circuit, Post 3
Thomas Reuben Burnside III - Augusta - Incumbent 131

Blue Ridge Circuit, Post 2
Eric Alvin Ballinger - Canton - Incumbent 30

Brunswick Circuit, Post 1
J. Alvin Leaphart - Jesup - Incumbent 60

Chattahoochee Circuit, Post 2
William C. Rumer - Columbus - Incumbent 109

Chattahoochee Circuit, Post 4
Donna Stanaland Hix - Columbus - Incumbent 106

Cherokee Circuit, Post 2
Thomas Neal Brunt - Cartersville - Incumbent 28

Clayton Circuit, Post 1
Fred A. Zimmerman - Jonesboro - Incumbent 58

Clayton Circuit, Post 3
Martin L. Cowen III - Jonesboro - Incumbent 56
Cobb Circuit, Post 2
Ronald Arthur Lowry - Marietta - Incumbent 332

Cobb Circuit, Post 4
Patrick H. Head - Marietta - Incumbent 305

Cobb Circuit, Post 6
Laura Joan Murphree - Marietta - Incumbent 320

Conasauga Circuit, Post 2
Robert Harris Smalley III - Dalton - Incumbent 36

Cordele Circuit
James W. Hurt - Cordele - Incumbent 10

Coweta Circuit, Post 2
Sandra Nadeau Wisenbaker - Newnan - Incumbent 67

Dougherty Circuit, Post 2
Thomas V. Duck III - Albany - Incumbent 65

Dublin Circuit
No candidate

Eastern Circuit, Post 2
Lester B. Johnson III - Savannah - Incumbent 285

Eastern Circuit, Post 4
John Bell Manly - Savannah 245
Gwendolyn S. Fortson Waring - Savannah - Incumbent 73

Flint Circuit, Post 1
Gregory A. Futch - McDonough - Incumbent 37

Griffin Circuit, Post 2
Roy B. Huff Jr. - Peachtree City - Incumbent 54

Gwinnett Circuit, Post 1
David S. Lipscomb - Lawrenceville - Incumbent 222

Gwinnett Circuit, Post 3
Robert V. Rodatus - Lawrenceville - Incumbent 223

Lookout Mountain Circuit, Post 2
Douglas Ray Woodruff - Ringgold - Incumbent 29
Macon Circuit, Post 1
John Flanders Kennedy - Macon - Incumbent 142

Macon Circuit, Post 3
John Christopher "Chris" Clark - Macon - Incumbent 143

Middle Circuit, Post 2
John Alexander "Tripp" Fitzner III - Swainsboro - Incumbent 37

Mountain Circuit
James T. Irvin - Toccoa - Incumbent 24

Northeastern Circuit, Post 2
Nicki Noel Vaughan - Gainesville - Incumbent 65

Northern Circuit, Post 1
Walter James Gordon Sr. - Hartwell - Incumbent 20

Ocmulgee Circuit, Post 2
Wilson B. Mitcham Jr. - Gray - Incumbent 32

Oconee Circuit, Post 2
Stephanie Diane Burton - Eastman - Incumbent 13

Ogeechee Circuit, Post 2
Susan Warren Cox - Statesboro - Incumbent 30

Out-of-State, Post 1
Jeb Tolliver Branham - Jacksonville Beach, FL - Incumbent 319

Pataula Circuit
Edward R. Collier - Dawson - Incumbent 11

Piedmont Circuit
Barry E. King - Jefferson - Incumbent 11

Rome Circuit, Post 1
Paul T. Carroll III - Rome - Incumbent 38

South Georgia Circuit, Post 2
Joshua Clark Bell - Whigham - Incumbent 8

Southern Circuit, Post 2
Laverne Lewis Gaskins - Valdosta 49

Southwestern Circuit
R. Rucker Smith - Americus - Incumbent 11
Stone Mountain Circuit, Post 2
William Dixon James - Decatur - Incumbent 448

Stone Mountain Circuit, Post 4
Gary Stuart Freed - Atlanta 313
Robert D. James Jr. - Decatur - Incumbent 277

Stone Mountain Circuit, Post 6
Claudia Susan Saari - Decatur - Incumbent 462

Stone Mountain Circuit, Post 8
R. Javoyne Hicks White - Stone Mountain - Incumbent 460

Stone Mountain Circuit, Post 10
Dax Eric Lopez - Decatur 494

Tallapoosa Circuit, Post 1
Michael Douglas McRae - Cedartown - Incumbent 8

Toombs Circuit
Dennis C. Sanders - Thomson - Incumbent 10

Towaliga Circuit
Curtis Stephen Jenkins - Forsyth - Incumbent 11

Waycross Circuit, Post 2
C. Deen Strickland - Waycross - Incumbent 21

Western Circuit, Post 1
Lawton E. Stephens - Athens - Incumbent 70